AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF  MARTIST VAN BUREltf.
My labours upon this branch of my official dutiesL were spoken of in a contemporary publication:—
Our unadjusted foreign relations have been placed in a fair train of ment. The labor and devotion to the public service by which this lu accomplished are not much known beyond the circle of the State Depa The Secretary has been employed for weeks in succession, from morn sundown, in preparing dispatches and fitting out missions, involving tl important interests of the Country. Frequently time has been snatche the night to accomplish these works in time for the departure of the Ministers. Since last March, four Ministers have been furnished with i tions involving much labor and unweary research in the preparation, these missions were particularly important; Mr. McLane, sent to Engla] Mr. Rives commissioned to France. In addition to these foreign miss England, France, Spain, and Colombia, we learn that Mr. Preble, Mini the Netherlands, has just arrived at Washington preparatory to his de for that Country. This Mission involves interests of great importance state of Maine. The settlement of the North-east Boundary question, has been placed before the King of the Netherlands for his arbitration in a fair way of reaching a termination. In a short time a functionary sent out to Peru; and others perhaps to the other South American goven Before the commencement of the next session of Congress, the Secre State will have accomplished an immense quantity of public business, &c,
The results of these labours were without reserve commui to Congress and thus subjected to the scrutiny and animadve of able and violent, not to say reckless opponents, anxious without precedent, for the overthrow of the administratio scarcely less so to interpose obstacles in my path.
I am not aware that the construction or matter of those volui instructions have ever been unfavorably criticised with the exception of that portion of one of them which was selecte< pretence for the rejection of my nomination as Minister to land. * * *2
1	Niles Register, Vol. 37, p. 172.
2	Three and a, half pages, of the MSS. have been cut out at this point.
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